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Abstract— The performance of a GMPLS switching architecture with
the flush capability is studied. For this switching architecture, we propose a
queueing model that includes the control plane, the switching buffer mech-
anism, and the flush mechanism. The flush capability is included to reduce
the out-of-sequence problem due to dynamic path changes. The behavior
of aggregated streams, the label-setup and release policies, and the mech-
anisms for efficient resource allocation are all covered. With the proposed
model, one can select appropriate parameters for the label-setup policy and
the label-release policy to match the traffic load and network environment.
Key performance metrics, such as the throughput, the label-setup rate, and
the fast path bandwidth utilization, can all be evaluated by this mathemat-
ical model. Numerical results and simulations are used to verify the accu-
racy of our proposed queueing model. Finally, the trade-off among these
performance metrics can be observed as well.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, it has been a trend to adopt new technologies
to overcome the scalability and complexity issues in routing ta-
ble lookup and packet forwarding. In the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF), Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [1]
is proposed and considered to be one of the most important so-
lutions. The basic concept of MPLS is that packet forwarding
is based on a fixed short length label instead of longest match-
ing search, which can shorten packet transit time. There are
two most popular approaches for connection setup in MPLS.
The traffic-driven method is to trigger label-setup according to
traffic demand, while the topology-driven system is based on
routing information. When it is necessary to combine traffic en-
gineering aspect of MPLS with bandwidth provision capability
of DWDM, Multi-Protocol Lambda Switching (MP�S) [2] is
found to play a major role. Meanwhile, considering that there
are many different underlying data-link and physical layer tech-
nologies, Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GM-
PLS) [3], [4] is thus suggested to extend MPLS to encompass
time-division, wavelength (lambdas) and spatial switching.

In order to control different switching operations under GM-
PLS, the label defined for various switches is required to be of
different formats [5], and related signaling and routing protocols
also need modifying [3], [6]. However, the key operations of
the control plane of these various switching protocol suites are
found to be similar. Although basic functions of the (G)MPLS
control plane have been discussed or defined in the literature,
operation procedures for efficient resource control have not been
defined completely and their impact on performance are still
under investigation. At the same time, a sophisticated queue-
ing model which can evaluate the performance of the (G)MPLS
switching network is found not quite easy to build. In [7], [8],
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Nakazawa and et al. presented a mathematical model for an
MPLS switch. However, many operation details of the MPLS
control plane were not well covered in their work. Such exam-
ples are the occasion to setup an Label Switched Path (LSP), the
allowed lifetime for an LSP, and the appropriate time to release
an LSP. Our previous work [9], [10] analyzed the operations of
MPLS switch including the above-mentioned behavior but only
under heavy load and long-duration traffic. Therefore, a model
embracing detailed operations of the GMPLS control plane is
still strongly needed.

In this paper, we develop a queueing model to characterize the
behavior of detailed operations of a generic GMPLS switch with
flush mechanism. Aggregation of IP streams is assumed so that
the label (or lambda) usage can be reduced and the processing
load of the GMPLS controller can be alleviated. The label-setup
policy we propose is based on the accumulated packets in the
default path buffer. According to this policy, the path is set up
only when the number of packets has reached a threshold. The
label-release policy is controlled by an adjustable label-release
timer. Efficient resource allocation mechanism is thus achieved
by fine tuning the flexible label-setup policy and the adjustable
label-release timer. In ATM LAN Emulation [11], there is a
flush mechanism that administers the change from the Broadcast
Unknown Server (BUS) forwarding path onto the Data Direct
VCC path, which is to ensure that none of the arriving packets
are out-of-sequence. The necessity to include the flush mecha-
nism in the GMPLS switch architecture is similar. Hence, the
flush mechanism is invoked when the fast path becomes avail-
able. Under this mechanism, the packets accumulated in the
default path will be switched to the fast path as soon as the fast
path becomes available. Although our queueing model is traffic-
driven oriented, the behavior of the topology-driven system can
be approximately obtained via extreme case of this traffic-driven
model. The key performance measures such as the throughput,
the label-setup rate, and the fast path bandwidth utilization, can
all be derived in the proposed model.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following.
In Section II, the queueing model for a GMPLS switch is de-
scribed. In Section III, the analysis procedure is presented. In
Section IV, three performance measures are derived. Numerical
experiments are discussed in Section V. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.

II. QUEUEING MODEL

In this section, a queueing model characterizing the behavior
of an aggregated IP stream passing through a GMPLS switch
is presented. The number of labels is assumed to be enough
for all incoming flows. The bandwidth allocated to each label
(or a flow) is fixed. Therefore, we can focus on investigating
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the steady-state performance of a GMPLS switch without label
contentions. For simplicity, we focus on the case that only one
single flow is included in this queueing model. The results can
then be easily extended to the general case. Regarding the traffic
source, an aggregated stream (equivalently a flow) is assumed
to be consisted ofN homogeneous IPPs (Interrupted Poisson
Process), where each IPP has an exponentially distributedon
(off ) duration with mean equals1=� (1=�) and� is the arrival
rate inonstate. Note that this traffic source model includes four
parameters to match most Markovian traffic patternsz.

The queueing model for a GMPLS switch, the GMPLS
queueing model, is shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines in Figure 1
denote the paths that packets go through and the dotted lines
are the signaling paths. There are three major functional blocks
in this model: the GMPLS controller, the default route module,
and the fast route module. The functions of the control plane
are included in the GMPLS controller. The default route mod-
ule stands for the IP-layer (layer-3) and data-link layer (layer-2)
on the default path. The fast route data-link is represented by
the fast route module. In this GMPLS architecture, thelabel is
used as a generic term. When GMPLS is used to control TDM
such as SONET, time slots are labels. Each frequency (or�)
corresponds to a label when FDM such as WDM is taken as the
underlying switching technology. When the switching mech-
anism is space-division multiplexing based, labels are referred
to as ports. Six queueing nodes are included in this model:
Default Route, FastRoute, LabelPool, FastRouteSetup, La-
bel Release, and LabelReleaseTimer. Traffic served by tra-
ditional routing protocol will be served by theDefault Route
node, whose buffer stores the packets which cannot be pro-
cessed in time by the IP processor on the default path. Mean-
while, the Fast Routenode serves packets whose stream has
been assigned a label. The fast path buffer stores the pack-
ets which cannot be processed in time by the fast route. The
Label Pool stores the labels which represent the availability of
the fast path and the fast path is available if there is a label in
theLabel Pool. TheFast RouteSetupnode represents the time
required to set up an LSP for an aggregated stream. TheLa-
bel Releasenode represents the time required to release a label.
TheLabel ReleaseTimernode represents a label-release timer.
This timer indicates the maximum length of idle period of an ag-
gregated stream before its label is released for other use. Once
an aggregated stream is granted a label, it is served with its own
Fast Routenode and uses its own label-release mechanism. As
a result, this model is used to examine the protocol efficiency
instead of label competitions.

When an aggregated IP stream arrives, two possible opera-
tions may occur. In the first case, incoming traffic has been
assigned a fast path. Then its packets will be directly sent to
the Fast Routenode. In the second case, incoming traffic has
not been assigned a fast path. All the packets are continu-
ously served by theDefault Routenode during the label-setup
operations under this situation. If the accumulated packets in
the buffer of theDefault Routenode have not reached the trig-
gering threshold (m), it is served by theDefault Routenode
through traditional IP routing protocol. However, if the accu-

zSelf-similar process is not considered in this paper.
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Fig. 1. GMPLS queueing model.

mulated packets in the buffer of theDefault Routenode reach
the triggering threshold, the flow classifier & labelsetuppolicy
manager will trigger the default route module to send a setup
request packet through theFast RouteSetupnode to its down-
stream LSR (Label Switch Router) until the egress LSR for ne-
gotiating an appropriate LSP according to the current network
resources. The GMPLS controller will set up a fast path for
this stream and assign it a label. The packets accumulated in
the buffer of theDefault Routenode will then be rerouted to the
Fast Routenode when the fast path becomes available, and such
procedure is called the flush mechanism.

The label manager maintains an activity timer to control the
label-release operation of the flow. The label is released only if
the activity timer indicating that the maximum allowed inactive
duration has been reached. Incoming packets will be blocked
if the accumulated packets in theDefault Routenode exceed
the buffer size of theDefault Routenode but the stream has not
been assigned a fast path, or if the accumulated packets in the
Fast Routenode exceed the buffer size ofthe FastRoutenode
when the stream has been assigned a fast path.

III. STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

We here present a procedure to calculate steady-state distri-
bution of a GMPLS switch model as shown in Fig. 1. We adopt
the following additional notations:
1=�: packet length (bit per packet).
CD : default path capacity (bps).
CO : fast path capacity (bps).
�O = �CO: service rate in theFast Routenode.
Trel = 1

�P
: the average sojourn time of theLa-

bel ReleaseTimernode.
�S : service rate in theLabel Releasenode.
�F : service rate in theFast RouteSetupnode.
TLSP : label-setup latency.
�D = �CD: service rate in theDefault Routenode.
n: buffer size ofDefault Routenode.
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t: buffer size ofFast Routenode.
nI : the number of packets in theDefault Routenode.
nS : the number of packets in theFast Routenode.
nT : the number of labels in theLabel Pool (nT = 1, if the
fast path is available;nT = 0, otherwise).
nO: the number of IPPs inonstate.
�T : the state of theLabel ReleaseTimernode (�T = 0, if the
Label ReleaseTimernode is idle;�T = 1, otherwise).
�R: the state of theLabel Releasenode (�R = 0, if the
Label Releasenode is idle;�R = 1, otherwise).
m: the triggering threshold which represents the minimum
number of accumulated packets that will trigger label-setup
operation.
The aggregated system state of the GMPLS queueing model

is defined as the number of IPPs inon state, and we use�k
to denote the steady-state probability, wherek (ranging from
0�N ) is the state. The aggregated transition diagram is shown
in Fig. 2. We then employ the state vector(a; b; c; d; e; f) to
represent the statek of the aggregated system state of the GM-
PLS queueing model whennI = a; nS = b; nO = c; �T = d,
�R = e, andnT = f . The behavior of the GMPLS queueing
model can then be predicted by a Markov chain.
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Fig. 2. Aggregated state-transition diagram of the GMPLS queueing model.

In this model, the service time is assumed to be exponentially
distributed in all nodes. At the same time, silence interval, burst
length and IP packet size are also assumed to be exponentially
distributed.

According to the above definitions, the global balance equa-
tions in the statek of the aggregated state-transition diagram are
listed as follows.

Pn�t;t;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �O � �D)Pn�t;t;k;0;0;0

+k�Pn�t;t�1;k;0;0;0 + �FPn;0;k;0;0;1 (1)

Pn�i;t;k;0;0;0 = (1� �O � �D)Pn�i;t;k;0;0;0

+�DPn�i+1;t;k;0;0;0 + k�Pn�i;t�1;k;0;0;0

+�FPn�i+t;0;k;0;0;1 ; t+ 1 � i � n� 1 (2)

P0;t;k;0;0;0 = (1� �O)P0;t;k;0;0;0 + �DP1;t;k;0;0;0

+k�P0;t�1;k;0;0;0 + �FPt;0;k;0;0;1 (3)

P0;j;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �O � k�)P0;j;k;0;0;0 + k�P0;j�1;k;0;0;0

+�DP1;j;k;0;0;0 + �OP0;j+1;k;0;0;0 ; 2 � j � m� 1 (4)

P0;j;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �O � k�)P0;j;k;0;0;0 + k�P0;j�1;k;0;0;0

+�DP1;j;k;0;0;0 + �FPj;0;k;0;0;1

+�OP0;j+1;k;0;0;0 ;m � j � t� 1 (5)

P0;1;k;0;0;0 = (1� �O � k�)P0;1;k;0;0;0

+�OP0;2;k;0;0;0 + k�P0;0;k;1;0;0 + �DP1;1;k;0;0;0 (6)

P0;0;k;1;0;0 = (1� �P � k�)P0;0;k;1;0;0

+�OP0;1;k;0;0;0 + �DP1;0;k;1;0;0 (7)

Pn�t;t�j;k;0;0;0 = (1� �O � �D � k�)Pn�t;t�j;k;0;0;0

+�OPn�t;t�j+1;k;0;0;0 + k�Pn�t;t�j�1;k;0;0;0

; 1 � j � t� 2 (8)

Pn�t;1;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �O � �D � k�)Pn�t;1;k;0;0;0

+�OPn�t;2;k;0;0;0 + k�Pn�t;0;k;1;0;0 (9)

Pn�t;0;k;1;0;0 = (1� �D � �P � k�)Pn�t;0;k;1;0;0

+�OPn�t;1;k;0;0;0 (10)

Pn�i;t�j;k;0;0;0 = (1� �O � �D � k�)

�Pn�i;t�j;k;0;0;0 + �DPn�i+1;t�j;k;0;0;0 + k�

�Pn�i;t�j�1;k;0;0;0 + �OPn�i;t�j+1;k;0;0;0

; 1 � i � n� 1; t+ 1 � j � t � 2 (11)

Pn�i;1;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �O � �D � k�)Pn�i;1;k;0;0;0

+�OPn�i;2;k;0;0;0 + k�Pn�i;0;k;1;0;0

+�DPn�i+1;1;k;0;0;0 ; t+ 1 � i � n� 1 (12)

Pn�i;0;k;0;0;0 = (1 � �P � �D � k�)Pn�i;0;k;1;0;0

+�OPn�i;1;k;0;0;0 + �DPn�i+1;0;k;1;0;0

; t+ 1 � i � n� 1 (13)

Pn;0;k;0;1;0 = (1 � �S � �D)Pn;0;k;0;1;0

+k�Pn�1;0;k;0;1;0 (14)

Pn�i;0;k;0;1;0 = (1 � �S � �D � k�)Pn�i;0;k;0;1;0

+k�Pn�i�1;0;k;0;1;0 + �DPn�i+1;0;k;0;1;0

; 1 � i � t� 1 (15)

Pn�i;0;k;0;1;0 = (1 � �S � �D � k�)Pn�i;0;k;0;1;0

+�PPn�i;0;k;1;0;0 + k�Pn�i�1;0;k;0;1;0

+�DPn�i+1;0;k;0;1;0 ; t � i � n� 1 (16)

P0;0;k;0;1;0 = (1 � �S � k�)P0;0;k;0;1;0

+�PP0;0;k;1;0;0 + �DP1;0;k;0;1;0 (17)

Pn;0;k;0;0;1 = (1 � �F � �D)Pn;0;k;0;0;1

+�SPn;0;k;0;1;0 + k�Pn�1;0;k;0;0;1 (18)

Pn�i;0;k;0;0;1 = (1 � �F � k�� �D)Pn�i;0;k;0;0;1

+�SPn�i;0;k;0;1;0 + k�Pn�i�1;0;k;0;0;1

+�DPn�i+1;0;k;0;0;1 ; 1 � i � n�m (19)

Pn�i;0;k;0;0;1 = (1 � �D � k�)Pn�i;0;k;0;0;1

+�SPn�i;0;k;0;1;0 + k�Pn�i�1;0;k;0;0;1

+�DPn�i+1;0;k;0;0;1 ; n�m+ 1 � i � n� 1 (20)

P0;0;k;0;0;1 = (1 � k�)P0;0;k;0;0;1 + �SP0;0;k;0;1;0

+�DP1;0;k;0;0;1 (21)

wherePa;b;c;d;e;f is the steady-state probability of the state vec-
tor (a; b; c; d; e; f). The detailed state-transition diagram corre-
sponding to equations (1)–(21) is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. PERFORMANCEMEASURES

One key performance metric is the throughput. We define
Td andTf as the average throughput at theDefault Routenode
andFast Routenode respectively.Ttotal = Td + Tf is the total
throughput. Their formulas are given by

Td = �Df

NX
k=0

nX
i=1

tX
j=1

Pi;j;k;0;0;0�k +

NX
k=0

nX
i=1

(Pi;0;k;1;0;0

+Pi;0;k;0;1;0 + Pi;0;k;0;0;1)�kg (22)

Tf = �O

NX
k=0

nX
i=0

tX
j=1

Pi;j;k;0;0;0�k (23)

Since the label-setup rate is proportional to the required label
processing load, it is included as another key metric. The label-
setup rateSR is defined as the average number of label-setup
operations in theFast RouteSetupnode per unit time and given
by

SR = �F

NX
k=0

nX
i=m

Pi;0;k;0;0;1�k (24)
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Fig. 3. Detailed state-transition diagram in statek of aggregated state-transition
diagram.

We also include the fast path bandwidth utilization so that
one can predict the ratio of wasted bandwidth. Here, the
time periods considered to be “reserved” by an aggregated
stream include the packet transmission time by theFast Route
node (with time ratioBf ), the idle period waiting for label-
release timeout (with time ratioBt) and the time required
to release a label (with time ratioBr). However, only the
period that the packets are transmitted by theFast Route
node is considered effectively utilized. Hence, the fast path
bandwidth utilizationUF is given by UF =

Bf

Bf+Bt+Br
,

where Bf =
PN

k=0

Pn

i=0

Pt

j=1 Pi;j;k;0;0;0�k , Bt =PN

k=0

Pn

i=0 Pi;0;k;1;0;0�k, andBr =
PN

k=0

Pn

i=0 Pi;0;k;0;1;0�k.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the queue-
ing model and present analytical and simulation results of the
proposed generic GMPLS switch. We also illustrate the trade-
off among key system parameters. Throughout this section, we
set the number of IPPs (N ) to 5, the average silence interval
(1=�) to 0.2 sec, the average burst length (1=�) to 0.8 sec, the
average IP packet size to 512 bytes, the fast path capacity to 150
Mbps, the default path capacity to 100 Mbps, the average label-
release latency (1

�S
) to 0.2 ms, the buffer size ofDefault Route

node (n) to 50 packets, and the buffer size ofFast Routenode
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1 ms andm = 3 under differentTLSP .
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Fig. 5. Label-setup rate as a function of normalized offered load withTrel =
50 ms andm = 3 under differentTLSP .
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From Figs. 4 and 5, one can observe that the longer the label-
setup latency (TLSP ), the lower the label-setup rate. In other
words, when it takes time to set up an LSP due to longTLSP ,
more traffic will go through the default path. Hence, a switch
with very largeTLSP should not be considered a topology-
driven system because most traffic still goes through its default
path. When traffic load becomes heavy, we also notice the in-
crease of LSP lifetime. As a result, the label-setup rate decreases
as traffic increases.

Although the total throughput is almost the same under dif-
ferentTLSP andTrel, the difference exists in the behavior of
default path and fast path. With our model, one can determine
how much traffic is served by the fast path. We plot the through-
put as a function of the normalized offered load withm = 3
under differentTLSP andTrel in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. From these
two figures, one can find that the default path throughput will
increase with the increase of traffic load if total traffic load is
light. When most traffic starts to be switched to the fast path,
the default path throughput decreases. Additionally, one can ob-
serve that most traffic will go through the fast path with larger
Trel if load is heavy enough, even under differentTLSP . An-
other phenomenon is that most traffic goes through the default
path with smallerTrel and largeTLSP in the range of small to
medium traffic condition. This result shows that largerTrel is
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Fig. 6. Throughput as a function of normalized offered load withTLSP = 1 ms
andm = 3 under differentTrel.
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Fig. 7. Throughput as a function of normalized offered load withTLSP =
100 ms andm = 3 under differentTrel.

favorable for longerTLSP .
The ratio of wasted bandwidth can be predicted by the fast

path bandwidth utilization. In Fig. 8, we demonstrate that the
fast path bandwidth utilization for smallerTrel is always higher
than that for largerTrel, which is the key feature of a data-driven
GMPLS switch. Although the fast path bandwidth utilization
becomes higher for smaller value ofTrel, the label-setup rate
also increases, which is a trade-off.

From the above results, one can know that whenTrel is
small, the system behavior is traffic-driven oriented. However,
in the case thatTrel is sufficiently large, the system behavior
approaches a topology-driven GMPLS switch.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A generic GMPLS switching architecture with flush capabil-
ity is presented. With this architecture and its flush mechanism,
the GMPLS out-of-sequence problem is relieved. According to
the presented queueing model, one can effectively fine tune the
resource utilization level, or the label processing load. In ad-
dition, the trade-off between the fast path bandwidth utilization
and the label-setup rate can be observed. We conclude that an
appropriate value of label-release timerTrel can be carefully se-
lected to meet the requirement of both. For a network with large
round-trip time and sufficient resources in the fast path, if one
uses a small value ofTrel, most traffic will go through the de-
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Fig. 8. Fast path bandwidth utilization as a function of normalized offered load
with TLSP = 10 ms andm = 3 under differentTrel.

fault path instead of the fast path. Therefore, choosing large
value ofTrel is preferred. For a network with a small round-trip
delay and insufficient resources in the fast path, it is adequate to
use the system with a small value ofTrel.

Our study shows that although the GMPLS switch does oper-
ate efficiently in both local and wide areas, its best performance
can be achieved only when its control plane parameters are ap-
propriately tuned.
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